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ABSTRACT 2 5 3 0 7  
A feasibility study for  orbital experiments in fluid mechanics and 
heat transfer is presented. 
The need fo r  fluid mechanic and heat transfer experiments under 
The limitations low gravity and space vacuum conditions is analyzed. 
of earth based experiments a r e  discussed and approaches for  the 
design of an orbital experiment module a r e  given. It is shown that 
orbital experiments in cryogenic fluid mechanics and heat transfer cam 
be conducted with scale models of future systems. The concepts 
advanced in this paper can serve as a basis for  detailed design of a 
flight system and the timely accomplishment of integrating these 
experiments into the earth orbital Apollo missions.  
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SUMMARY 
The design of space flight vehicles with long stay time in the low 
gravity and hard vacuum environment of space requires a thorough 
understanding of fluid mechanics and heat transfer phenomena effected 
by these conditions. 
analysis of orbital experiments that a r e  required to support analytical 
investigations and to develop general correlations which can aid in the 
design of future cryogenic space storage and propellant t ransfer  
systems. 
disciplines, a modular concept f o r  an experiment station is derived. 
It is 'shown that small scale experiments can be used to investigate 
these phenomena with sufficient confidence for application- to full 
scale  space flight systems. 
This paper presents the results of a feasibility 
On the basis of individual experiments in the various 
A development schedule f o r  integration of the experiment module 
It is shown that into the Earth Orbital Apollo missions is presented. 
utilization of the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) as an experiment 
c a r r i e r  affords maximum benefit from astronaut participation in the 
conduct of experiments; 
recommended s ince experiments can be incorporated with maximum 
effectiveness depending on mission requirements. 
The pursuit of the modular concept is 
a 
INTRODU CT-ION 
The behavior of space vehicle propellants under conditions of 
low gravity and of propellant container thermal protection systems 
under space vacuum is being studied extensively by NASA and others, 
Although considerable information has been obtained by experimenta- 
tion in drop towers, aircraft, and vacuum chambers,  earth-based 
simula5on is insufficient. 
tlme a t  reduced g level is too short to eliminate standard g flow 
transients that pers is t  into the low g phase and obscure results. 
addition, experimental package sizes that can be accommodated in 
drop towers require small models which in turn yield results that 
a.re questionable for  a full understanding of the phenomena, 
since it is impossible in present ground facilities to subject a 
cryogenic storage tank simultaneously to all flight environments of 
vibration, rapid pressure  changes, acceleration,and radiation, the 
use of vacuum chambers to  study the propellant storage conditions in 
space proddes  only a partial understanding of some of the major  
problems. 
Fo r  low gravity simulation, the available 
In 
Similarly, 
It is necessary to conduct several basic orbital experiments that 
can provide a more  complete understanding of the heat transfer and 
fluid mechanics phenomena of long duration space flight, 
experiments will also establish a se t  of reference conditions from 
which the validity of earth-based low g and space vacuum simulation 
can be dktermined. 
These 
The experiments proposed by MSFC as a single payload package 
are: 
Boiling Heat Transfer (MSFC-#5)& 
Cryogenic Propellant Transfer (MSFC-#6)$ 
Spaceborne Propellant Storage System (MSFC-#7)* 
Although the pr imary objectives of these experiments a r e  indicated 
by their  titles, these experiments will investigate the following 
additional related areas: 
1, Bubble growth and dynamics 
2 .  Propellant settling and ullage control 
*MSFC Experiment Review Board Number 
3 
3 .  Orbital sloshing 
4. Liquid "suction dip" prevention 
5 .  Stratification and stratification destruction 
6 .  Venting of cryogenic fluids under zero-g 
In addition it is proposed to incorporate previously approved 
flight experiments in the areas of boundary layer jump up and low 
gravity nucleonic mass gaging, since the experimental requirements 
Can be obtained within this payload package. 
c 
b 
Acknowledgement is made of major contributions to  this document 
by Messrs .  J .  Cody, H. Hyde, H. Trucks, and T .  Winstead in the 
areas of sup e rins ula tion, p r op ellan t transfer , and stratification. 
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RESEARCH M O D U L E  CONCEPT 
Our philosophy is t o  develop a low gravity heat transfer and fluid 
mechanics research module around standardized boiling, propellant 
transfer,  and cryogenic propellant storage modules. 
systems will be designed s o  that the scaling and modeling laws will 
enable related experiments to be performed using the basic modules 
with their  instrumentation, transfer, venting, photographic, heating, 
attitude control, and miscellaneous systems intact. FIG 1 illustrates 
this c.oncept and l ists  the known related satellite experiment systems 
that could be incorporated. 
These three 
The module concept will provide a standardized tes t  system to 
obtain the necessary technology to design an orbital tanker, a 
cryogenic upper stage, o r  any space system that s tores ,  transfers 
o r  utilizes cryogenics. 
experiment mission flexibility by employing standardized research 
modules and implementing the satellite experiments as payloads 
became available. A well planned program based upon this philosophy 
will guarantee that all payloads are  fully utilized at a minimum cost, 
fo r  as a satellite experiment is developed, i t  is not necessary to 
develop a new flight test  system. 
data interpretation due t o  the extended familiarization possible with a 
standardized system. Also, scientific astronaut participation in 
experiments performed in a standardized module would enhance the 
probability of obtaining more accurate experimental data. 
modules could be "plugged in or out" depending upon mission require- 
ments.  
government and industry f o r  high effectiveness. 
This approach will generate the best 
This approach also assures  reliable 
Any of these 
This philosophy requires long t e rm use of these modules by 
5 
, 
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. 
EXPERIMENT DEFINITION 
Boiling Heat T ransf e r 
Interest  in heat t ransfer  to  boiling cryogenic fluids bas increased 
Because cryogenic boiling is characterized by small tempera- 
rapidly primarily because of the growing number of space applica- 
tions. 
tu re  driving forces and small heat fluxes, cryogens can hardly be 
stored and t ransferred without the occurrence of boiling and the 
associated problems of vapor removal, tank p res su re  control, tank 
boil over, etc. While these conditions may be looked at by a space 
vehicle designer as undesirable and complicating, other aspects of 
cryogenic boiling a r e  desirable f o r  heat t ransfer  equipment design, 
F o r  instance the direct transition of nucleate boiling to stable film 
boiling without exceeding burnout temperatures for many materials 
affords the design of high power density evaporators such as may be 
used in  life support and cooling equipment, 
However, theory and limited experimentation show dependence of 
the boiling phenomena on the local acceleration and thus require 
detailed studies to  understand the influence of the gravity forces  on 
the mechanism of boiling. 
Analyses of the boiling phenomena under reduced gravity have 
been conducted in drop towers and a i rc raf t  flying through low gravity 
trajectories,  However, due to the short  durations and possible effects 
of residual flow currents ,  the behavior of bubbles and vapor films 
under long duration low gravity cannot be assessed, Any comparison 
between nucleate boiling under short t e rm and long t e r m  zero  g r a d t y  
will depend on the motion of the vapor as it is generated. If it 
remains in the vicinity of the heating surface, the rmcleate boiling, 
as such, no longer continues. Subcooled liquid at the heating surface 
is difficult to maintain without gross  convection, m e  to the poor 
removal of vapor, small bubbles coalesce and form a large film of 
vapor that in  itself adds resistance to  heat transfer. Present  drop 
tower data does not indicate any deviation of the nucleate boiling flux 
curve under low gravity f rom the curve at standard gravity, However, 
the low gravity durations are too short to allow development of a 
vapor layer  as could occur under long t e r m  low g conditions, 
7 
, 
Deviation of the peak flux, the film boiling regime, and the 
incipient boiling flux a t  low gravity from the standard gravity 
conditions a r e  indicated by analytical and experimental results,  even 
f o r  the short duration tests.  FIG 2 shows the results obtained with 
liquid nitrogen in  a 1 .4  sec drop tower facility of the University of 
Michigan, as an illustration of the phenomena.:: 
Because of these limitations encountered with earth-based low 
gravity experimentation, i t  is necessary to conduct basic experiments 
during long term low gravity space flight to provide reliable reference 
conditions f o r  future analyses. The basic considerations for  planning 
the orbital boiling heat transfer experiment a r e  given in Appendix A. 
FIG 2 Film Boiling Under Standard and Fractional 
Gravity and Nucleate Boiling a t  Standard 
Gravity and F r e e  Fall. Liquid Nitrogen. 
:: Note that the upper limit of nucleate boiling, which represents the 
end of the controlling regime of the evaporative micro layer  mechanism, 
i s  definitely affected by the gravity condition. At this point f r ee  
convection forces  within the vapor layer adjacent to the wall become 
controlling and thus gravity effects appear even in short  duration tests.  
8 
Spaceborne Cryogenic Propellant Storage 
f 
As extended mission times of one week o r  more  are contemplated, 
the need for high energy propellants such as liquid hydrogen becomes 
more  important. 
cryogenics with low boiling points and evaporate readily. 
utilize high energy propellants, thermal protection systems must  be 
designed to protect cryogenics for long periods of time in space. 
Insulation, stratification, and venting systems a r e  to be analyzed by 
this experiment . 
However, most high energy propellants are 
To fully 
Insulation 
Multi-layer , highly reflective insulation or  high performance 
insulation (HPI) solves par t  of the problem of long t e rm cryogenic 
storage. Moreover, the product of thermal conductivity times density 
for  HPI is so low that they a r e  desirable even where high performance 
is not critical. HPI alone, however, is not sufficient to reduce boiloff 
to acceptable levels. 
structural  supports can be equal to o r  greater  than that through the 
sidewall insulation. 
In fact, the total heat leaks through ducting and 
Numerous design studies and structural  and thermal tests have 
been performed by various organizations,. and at least  two HPI 
systems a r e  presently being ground tested and could probably be 
successfully flight tested. 
what is now the most feasible HPI system. 
The proposal presented herein utilizes 
The basic objective of the HPI flight experiment is to  obtain 
experimental data that can be used to design, with a high degree of 
confidence, a workable insulation system that will sustain all flight 
environments and perform as predicted after application to flight type 
tankage. A secondary objective is to  demonstrate the performance 
of a multi-layer insulation system that has been subjected to the over- 
all vehicle operating regimes from ground hold to space environments. 
It is necessary to design the insulation system f o r  the entire 
vehicle operating regime. Thus this experiment is being designed 
considering ground hold, ascent flight, and orbital environments. 
These three regimes will be dealt with by careful consideration of 
thermal analysis, structural  design, and material  application to' 
produce the best integrated design. 
9 
, .  
At the present time, the designer has very little data on high 
performance insulations that have been subjected to flight conditions. 
Even though vibration, acoustical, ascent g loading, and rapid 
evacuation tests have been performed on many insulation samples, 
all flight conditions have never .been simultaneously simulated on a 
tank at liquid hydrogen temperature. 
in the country can reproduce the time-ambient pressure  history the 
Saturn class vehicles encounter. The following data a r e  of pr imary 
importance for the insulation test: 
In addition, no vacuum facilities 
1. 
2. 
3 .  Ground hold boiloff. 
4. 
5. Required t ime to evacuate insulation to < 10 mmHg. 
6. 
to simultaneous high g loading, vibration, acoustics and rapid 
evacuation. 
7. Analysis of residual gas within the high performance 
insulation layers  . 
Insulation pressure  decay during boost. 
Applied apparent thermal conductivity of high performance 
insulation in  orbit. 
-5 Ratio of total boiloff to vacuum boiloff. 
Thermal degradation a f te r  the insulation has been subjected 
Due to the wide variation possible in insulation layups, vehicle 
designs, support systems, etc. ,  i t  is  neither desirable o r  possible 
to tes t  all configurations in space. Pa rame te r  variations and basic 
information will be obtained on the ground pr ior  to flight. Thus, the 
basic design will be derived from ground tes ts  and verified in flight. 
Likewise, the design of any future vehicle will be proven by ground 
tests of all parameters  with modification of the data as appears 
necessary from the results of the proposed orbital experiment. 
The main goal of the analysis of the orbital data will be to obtain 
a reliable value of sidewall conductivity (K) f o r  the par t icular  
insulation layup and to determine the effect of vehicle ascent on 
insulation de-gassing. 
pared with the curve of insulation K vs T obtained f rom ground tests 
as shown below. 
The flight value of sidewall K will be com- 
T 
4 
If the flight value of K l ies on point ( l ) ,  values of K obtained 
from ground tests of various insulation layups and variations would 
be used with confidence for design purposes. 
l ies,  for  instance, a t  point ( 2 )  an appropriate correction factor would 
be applied to the ground test thermal conductivity before these values 
a r e  used for design of some future vehicle. An isothermal shroud is 
recommended for  the superinsulation test  tank in order to  be more  
certain of the average temperature of the external insulation layer 
and, therefore, obtain a more  reliable value of Tmean in the above 
curve. 
If the flight value of K 
The overall tank performance will be obtained by measuring 
total propellant boiloff. The contribution of the penetrations will be 
subtracted from this leaving the total heat entering the tank through 
the sidewall. 
contribution of the insulation penetrations to total heat leak will be 
evaluated by careful instrumentation during flight and comparls on of 
these results with ground test  results. These data may be improved 
by applying electrical heat o r  cooling the penetration with vent gas. 
This w i l l  be used to evaluate the sidewall K. The 
Stratification 
In the past  few years,  numerous studies of thermal Stratification 
in cryogenic propellant tanks have been conducted. These investi- 
gations may be categorized into groups of stratification prediction 
and stratification reduction at one-g (and greater)  and a t  near-zero 
g, for  consideration of turbulent and laminar boundary layer flow-along 
the tank sidewalls. 
Thermal  stratification causes the pressure within a cryogenic 
storage tank to be considerably higher than would be the case i f  the 
propellant were  uniformly mixed. A typical example i s  shown In 
FIG 3 . 
ullage pressure.  There a r e  periods of time during space vehicle 
operation, such as the boost phase and the period following orbital 
injection, in which venting i s  either undesirable, not possible, or  
requires auxiliary systems f o r  ullaging and/or  liquid/vapor separation. 
Accurate prediction of stratification i s  required during these periods 
to determine tank design pressure levels and auxiliary system 
requirements. 
The tank may be vented to alleviate the problem of increased 
11 
t 
12 
The basic differences in stratification under high gravitational 
acceleration and very low gravitational acceleration a r e  the type of 
boundary layer flow and the ullage location and geometry. Conse- 
quently, somewhat different methods of prediction a r e  required for  
the two conditions. 
Several analytical models have been developed for  one-g 
stratification prediction. 
distribution within a cryogenic propellant tank subjected to both side- 
wall and bottom heating. 
respect to their  application to other gravitational conditions; however, 
the analytical techniques have been extended to apply at near-zero g. 
These models predict the temperature 
These formulations a r e  limited with 
In most ,of the experimental measurements to date, correlations 
with basic dimensionless groups (Grashof, Prandtl, etc.) have been 
attempted, 
application of the tesults of limited experimental measurements to a 
variety of similar, but different, situations and conditions. As a 
result, there  is a wealth of process technology that requires intensive 
study and representative data f o r  verification. 
The utility of the correlations is, of course, in the 
Results of this experiment with respect to stratification can be 
generally summarized as a significant se t  of data to advance the 
state-of-the-art of cryogenics in space. 
of stratification will be demonstrated and will provide an additional 
basis for acceptance o r  rejection of the numereous hypotheses of fluid 
behavior that dictate vehicle design criteria,  Also, a demonstration 
of a low-g stratification reduction device will be of significance, 
because demonstration of hardware and processes at one-g is only 
minimal: 
The fundamental processes 
These experiments cannot be performed in one-g tes ts  due to. 
small perturbation effects on fluid behavior and the effects of 
pressurantjliquid heat and mass transfer.  Accurate analytical 
models a r e  not feasible without empirical zero-g data, much of which 
will be provided by this experiment. A discussion of the pertinent 
variables, correlation equations, hardware, and instrumentation 
requirements for  the experiment are presented in Appendix B. 
13 
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Venting 
The need f o r  venting cryogenic propellant storage tanks while 
coasting in space under zero o r  low acceleration became a rea l  one 
in the la te  1950's, when development of advanced space vehicles 
capable of engine res ta r t s  began. 
A cryogenic propellant tank in space absorbs heat, thereby 
vaporizing some of the alreadyLsaturated liquid and tending to 
increase the tank pressure.  
tank pressure r i s e  can be decreased by insulating the tank; but even 
with very heavy thermal protection systems, some energy will be 
transmitted to the propellant. The storage tank must either be strong 
enough to withstand the resulting pressure  r i s e ,  o r  some means must 
be provided to relieve the tank pressure.  The only method of reliev- 
ing tank pressure employed in practice has been venting of propellant. 
The rate of heat addition and, therefore,  
Venting can be very simply accomplished on the earth 's  surface,  
because the liquid 'and vapor always occupy known positions within the 
tank and a simple vent pipe can be employed. 
under low-gravity conditions because the vapor/liquid distribution in 
the tank can shift easily with small disturbing forces.  The following 
a r e  a number of sources of such disturbing forces.  
This is not practical  
1. 
2. 
Sloshing induced during the ascent flight could be one of the 
During ground hold and ascent,  environmental heating will 
major sources of energy in the propellant at injection into orbit. 
cause thermal convective patterns to form in the liquid, with the hot 
fluid rising to the top of the liquid due to buoyancy forces and 
spreading across  the surface. 
as at  injection, it is believed that the liquid streamlines will continue 
vertically instead of continuing to bend over at the liquid surface. 
cause disturbances associated with valve closure o r  change in 
direction of fluid momentum near  the tank outlet. 
during boost flight. 
return to its undeflected position and, in  the process,  transmit s o m e  
of i ts  stored energy to the liquid. 
energy stored in  the hydrogen because of the hydrostatic head may 
have a significant effect on the propellant behavior at injection. 
If the acceleration is suddenly reduced, 
3 .  Termination of propellant draining from the tank could 
4. The tank sidewalls and lower bulkheads will be deflected 
At injection into orbit  the s t ructure  will t r y  to 
5. Although liquids have low compressibil i t ies,  the amount of 
f 
6. During orbital coast, several other types of disturbances 
may contribute to fluid motion such as: aerodynamic drag, gravity 
gradient, solar pressure,  attitude control operation, o r  crew 
movements. 
Settling rockets have been used in current venting applications 
but have two undesirable features: they affect vehicle guidance and 
control, and a r e  excessively heavy for  very high acceleration levels 
o r  coast times. 
vapor f rom a two-phase mixture of cryogenic propellant in order  to 
insure venting of vapor only, 
It is important, therefore, to study ways of separating 
The heat exchange vent system has been judged the most  promis- 
ing and will be utilized for  this experiment. A conceptual feasibility 
design has been developed incorporating the most  nearly optimum 
design and operating features. 
r iz ed below: 
Some of these features a r e  summa- 
1. The heat exchange system consists of a flow regulator valve 
through which the incoming vent-side fluid is expanded to  a lower 
temperature and pressure,  a heat exchanger in which the cooled vent 
s t r eam exchanges heat with the warmer tank fluid, and a turbine 
through which the vent s t ream leaving the exchanger is further 
expanded to supply power to drive the pump $hat circulates tank-side 
fluid through the exchanger and within the tank. After leaving the 
turbine,the vent s t ream flows through a control valve sensing tank 
pressure  and finally to small thrustors where it is used to supply 
settling thrust  to the stage during coast periods. 
2. The heat exchanger i s  a compact, finned-surface, counter- 
flow exchanger with a single pass on each of the vent and tank sides, 
3. There is a common location for  the vent and tank side inlets. 
4. 
5. 
The vent s t ream exchanger exit temperature and pressure  
The system should be located in the forward dome region of 
a r e  37 R and 6 psia, respectively. 
the tank, and suspended from the manhole cover. 
15 
ProDellant Transfer 
Successful extension of the NASA space program to long duration 
missions, such as manned interplanetary exploration, requires 
development of an earth orbital launch capability to remove limitations 
imposed by Saturn V and future earth launch vehicles. Methods f o r  
transferring cryogenic propellants f rom orbital tankers to an S-IVB 
class  vehicle, nuclear vehicle, o r  a small "kick stage" must be 
developed to guarantee optimized propellant use.  
orbital propellant t ransfer  modes currently exist; however, these 
conceptual t ransfer  modes cannot be properly evaluated without 
experimental data o r  excessive extrapolation of the present state-of- 
the-art  . 
Several potential 
The two basic approaches to obtain the experimental data that 
will be required to adequately design an orbital t ransfer  system are:  
1. 
2 .  Small scale orbital experiments. 
Earth-based tes ts  with simulated orbital propellant t ransfer  
modes. 
Propellant t ransfer  under standard gravity conditions will provide 
an indication of maximum transfer  ra tes ;  however, the complex super  
position of heat t ransfer  and fluid motion occurring 'during orbital 
propellant. t ransfer  cannot be properly simulated. Propellant t ransfer  
experiments , in addition to investigating major factors that influence 
the design of an optimum propellant t ransfer  system, can be organized 
to (a) directly investigate problems pertinent to feasible propellant 
t ransfer  modes, (b) expose any unknown problems associated with the 
various propellant t ransfer  modes that will be tested,  and (c) provide 
valuable data concerning cryogenic propellant flow patterns over 
extended time periods under low gravity. 
Problems associated with the overall experiment (i. e . ,  weight 
allotment, power requirements, timet available propellants, available 
space) wi l l  define limitations of the propellant t ransfer  experiment. 
It is realized that the acquisition of usable data should not be jeopardized 
by attempting excessively complicated experiments. F o r  example, 
propellant t ransfer  t imes fo r  an experiment must  be sufficiently long 
to allow adequate steady-state operating time for  mechanical equipment 
such a s  pumps, vapor separators ,  quality me te r s ,  e t c . ,  although 
longer t ransfer  times will necessarily reduce the number of t ransfer  
modes which can be experimentally investigated. Within such limita- 
tions, the propellant t ransfer  experiment will be  designed to obtain 
16 
maximum information on major  factors that influence the selection of 
an optimum propellant t ransfer  system including gravity level, 
"suction dip, 'I damping of transfer fluid momentum, vehicle attitude 
perturbations, vent performance, and t ransfer  mode. In general, 
the experiment will use pumps and pressure  to t ransfer  LHz alternately 
between two geometrically similiar, superinsulated tanks under vary- 
ing g loads with vented and nonvented receiver tanks. The basic 
considerations for  planning the orbital cryogenic propellant t ransfer  
experiment are extensively discussed in  Appendix C. 
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The systems required to accomplish the experiment tasks a r e  
Table I1 listed in Table I and a r e  shown schematically in FIG 4 . 
l is ts  some representative components that may be used in these 
systems; flight qualified components will be used where possible. 
Table 111 contains system design data. The layout of the boiling tank 
(FIG 5 ) illustrates the philosophy of using a fixed focal length movie 
camera with variable f rame speed and back lighting. 
transfer models a r e  moved into view by a manipulator actuated by 
the astronaut. 
bubbie growth and adjust the input power for  better data acquisition. 
Figures 6 and 7 a r e  representative sketches of the flat plate and 
bubble growth heat transfer models. 
superinsulation tank with HPI techniques shown. A echematic of a 
zero-gravity vent system is illustrated in FIG 9. 
The heat 
The astronaut may also visually monitor the model for  
FIG 8 is a layout of the proposed 
A layout of the research module is shown in Figures 10 and 11, 
located in a proposed LEM lab, which is being utilized as the main 
ca r r i e r  fo r  the module during the definition study phase, A parametric 
c a r r i e r  study will be performed during phase B. The preliminary 
module design will be applicable to various c a r r i e r  vehicles. A 
preliminary system weight breakdown is presented in Table IV . A 
l i s t  of instrumentation requirements is presented in Table V. 
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TABLE 1 
Low Gravity Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Experiments 
BOILING HEAT TRANSFER 
Tests 
I. Vertical Plate 
11. Horizontal Plate 
111. Bubble Growth 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .  
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12.  
Systems 
Tank 
LH2 Transfer 
Vent System 
Lights, Cameras 
Manipulator 
Purge 
Instrumentation 
Power 
Networks 
Insulation 
Window 
Plates (Models) 
PROPELLANT TRANSFER 
Systems Tests 
I. Pump 
11. Pressure 
111. Vent Device 
IV. Positioning 
V. Baffling 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .  
8. 
9 .  
10. 
11. 
12 a 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Two Tanks 
Insulation 
Lights, Camera 
Power 
Instrumentation 
LH2 Transfer 
Pump - Two way 
Pressurization 
Venting 
Vortex Device 
Baffles 
Heaters (Internal) 
Purge 
Valves (Submerged) 
Spray Nozzle 
SPACE BORNE CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE 
Tests 
I. Stratification 1. 
L .  
11. Insulation Evaluation 3 .  
4. 
111. Stratification Reduction 5. 
(Mixing) 6 .  
7 
IV. Pressure Rise Rate 
V .  Venting 
1 .  
8. 
Systems 
Tank 
Instrumentation 
Insulation 
P U P  
Pressurization 
Zero-Gravity-Vent Device 
Transfer 
Mixer 
. 
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LOW GRAVITY HEAT 
PUMP S-IVB LH2 
Flowra te  
Head 
Power 
Ullaging  System 
Propel lant  
GN2 
GN2 
Storage 
TABLE I11 (c on t ' d) 
TRANSFER AND FLUID MECHANICS EXPERIMENT DESIGN DATA 
Ret i r c u  la t ion 
.8 t o  1.4 
10 to6  
1 
Thrust 
1b f 
.85 
4 
35 
l b l s e c  
Ps  i a  
H.P. 
l b  f Isp - s e c  
lbm 
73 
73  
2 94 
a 
L I i 
I 
fs 
m 
3 
25 
Thin Foil Edge 
\ '  
FIG 6 
SCHEMATIC O F  FLAT BOILING PLATE 
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Ribbon Heater 
Vacuum space 
Connected to 
vacuum wire 
lead in 
S a r e w  acijustment to apply pressur'  
to heater strip 
..._ 
.a -. 
. .  ._._- 
.I 
Ribbon Heater 
Bubble Growth 
Cavity 
FIG 7 
SCHEMATIC OF BUBBLE GROWTH RIBBON 
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1 4  1" Dia. Vent Line # I1  Dia. P i l l  Line P i l l  Valve 
7 
, 
1 *-- *--+-+- r- ---T- 
b c 
1 r 
D I S C m B  
IDU G MlsT SYSTEn SCHBMTIC 
FIG 9 
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KEY WG --
ERRTH ORBIT U M  
I. Environmental Measurements Sensor 
2. Fuel Transfer Receiver Tank 
3. Camera 
4. Helium Sphere 
5 .  Helium Sphere 
6;  Mech Properties-Exp Elertronics 
7. Mirror Housing-Boiling Tank Window 
8. Boiling Tank 
9.610. Environmental Measurements Sensor 
11. Environmental Measurments- Electronics 
12. 13.&14. Power Supply Fuel Cells 
IS. 16,&17. €kelium Spheres 
IS. Fuel Transfer Supply Tank 
19. Lubrication Exp. - Electronics 
20. Environmental Measurements Sensor 
21, Camera- Boiling Tank 
22, Super Insulation Tank 
, 
VIEW 
A d  
I -  
I 
I 
--i -- 
FIG 10 
LEM DESCENT STAGE, SIDE VIEW 
3 €  
A-A 
FIG 11 
LEM DESCENT STAGE, TOP VIEW 
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TABLE v 
INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT TYPE 
Boil ing Heat Transfer  Experiment 
Temperature 
Pressure 
Vo 1 t a ge 
TOTAL 
b P  
Propel lant  Transfer 
Temper a t ur e 
Pres s u r  e 
Flowrate 
P la t inum 
1 1  
11 
1 1  
- 
- - 
Copper Constantan 
P l a t  in um Res i s  tanc e 
Platinum Res is  tance 
Gaseous H2 
Liquid LH2 
Liquid Level Capacitance Continuous 
TOTAL 
Cryogenic Propel lant  Storage 
Qual i ty  Meter Nucleonic 
Liquid Level Capacitance Continuous 
Temp era t u  r e Platinum Res i s t an t  
1 I I  
II I 1  
Copper Cons t an tan  
Ion Gauge 
Alpha Tron Gauge 
Thermocouple Gauge 
Flowmeter s Gaseous H2 
Gaseous H2 
Thickness Gauge Nucleonic 
Leak Detector Hg 
TOTAL 
Pressure - 
E l e c  t r on i c  
RANGE QUANTITY 
0-800"R AT 
0-1"R AT 
35-40 "R 
35 - 7 60 "R 
34-40 "R 
10-30 p s i a  
28V 
110 amps 
20-400 O R  
20-400 O R  
20-200 O R  
0-60 p s i a  
0 - l b / s e c  
0 - 6 lbm/sec 
36-60"R 
36-100"R 
36-380 O R  
300 - 500 "R 
0-45 p s i a  
10-3 mmHg 
10-2 mHg 
mHg 
0-1 l b / h r  
0-75 l b / h r  
0-2.5" 
10-3 10-10 cc / sec  
0-100% concen. 
1 
2 
2 
24 
- 
10 
6 
19 
2 
2 
2 
2 
43 
- 
1 
1 
12  
10 
14 
15 
2 
3 
4 
3 
1 
1 
6 
1 
74 
- 
. 
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SEQUENCE O F  EVENTS 
The sequence of events is shown in FIG 12 through 14. Maximum 
astronaut participation is required during the experiments to adjust 
experimental conditions and data aquisition devices since in many 
areas  operating ranges can only be estimated in advance. - 
Events a r e  scheduled so that as one experiment is being performed, 
another is establishing equilibrium conditions in preparation for initia- 
tion of the experiment. 
of astronaut time required in support of these experiments. 
FIG 15  shows an estimate oi the percentage 
n I 
5 
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w 
0 
J 
1 I I 1 
ts" 
J 
10-4 
0 
- 1 0 ' ~  
15 
20 25 30 35 
r 
20  25 30 
TIME t (Hrs) AFTER ENSERTION INTO ORBIT 
FIG 12 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR BOILING HEAT TRANSPER 
AND PROPELLANT TRANSFER 
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I 
3"u I 
37 
0.1 i 
10 20 30 50 100 0 200 300 
TIME t (Hrs) AFTER INSERTION 
FIG 14 ELECTRXCAI, P W E R  REQUIREMENTS 
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PROGRAM SCHEDULES 
The program scheduling presented in Table VI is based upon the 
phase philosophy as defined below: 
Phase A. Feasibility Study 
B. Preliminary Design 
C. 
D. Manufacturing, Test, Flight 
Releas e Documentation and Prototype Development 
Out-of-house contract support may be used in phases B8 c8 or  D. 
Coordination with other NASA centers, universities, and industry on 
experiment definition and design will be performed under phases A 
and B. Table VIIisthe proposed phase B task assignment schedule. 
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APPENDIX A 
BOILING HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENT 
Appendix A states the ass.mnptions made for  the experimental 
conditions and develops the requirements for tes t  duration, photo- 
graphic coverage, artificial gravity level, and instrumentation. 
F o r  the design of the orbital experiment on pool boiling of a 
cryogenic fluid the following assumptions a r e  made: 
1. Surface configuration of interest: 
Flat plate vertical with respect to the acceleration vector. 
Flat  plate horizontal with respect to the acceleration 
Ribbon heater for bubble growth studies. 
vector. 
2. Fluid conditions: 
Saturated fluid 
Subcooled fluid 
3. Gravity levels for test: 
a / g  = 
-4 
- 3  
a /g  = 10 
a / g  = 10 
4. Test  points boiling experiment - saturated fluid 
-5  
Flat plate vertical at a = 10 g : 
Natural convection regime: 2 
Nucleate boiling regime: 3 (point close to peak) 
Close to incipient boiling: 1 
Film boiling regime: 2 
Flate plate vertical a t  a = g : 
Same- 
Flat plate vertical  a t  a = g : 
Nucleate boiling regime: 3 
Film boiling regime: 2 
-5 Flat plate horizontal up at  a = 10 g : 
Nucleate boiling regime: 3 
- 4  Flat  plate horizontal up at a = 10 g : 
Nucleate boiling regime: 3 
- 3  Flat plate horizontal up at a = 1 0  g : 
Nucleate boiling regime: 3 
Film boiling regime: 2 
5. Test points boiling experiment - subcooled fluid 
One point for  each gravity level in the nucleate regime, 
three points, 
6. Test  specimen confirruration: 
‘ 
The boiling tes ts  should be conducted with a circular  
copper disk. A disk s ize  of 6 inches is chosen to avoid 
edge effects. The disk thickness should be  about 0.25 
inches to assure  a uniform surface temperature f rom the 
heater ribbon in  back of the plate, A 6-inch plate will 
a lso assure  that bubble growth under reduced g will 
accommodate maximum bubble s ize  at departure,  assuming 
hemispherical shape for  a single bubble. 
(a/g)”/2 s. 5 in. 
63 1g Bubble diameter: D = D  
Experiment Sizing . 
1. Heat f l u x  and power requirements : 
a. Boiling: 
Fromtheory  (Q/A) max = f 
( Q ~ A )  min film = .a (a/g) t 0.25 
F o r  hydrogen vertical flat plate under one g 
(Q/A) max = 50,000 Btu/Hr Ft 2 
Then: 
(a/ g) (Q/A) P ( k W )  (Q/A)min P (kW) 
Film 
1 508 000 2.89 6,000 0.359 
8,900 0.514 1070 0.062 
1 o - ~  5,000 0.289 600 0,0359 
2,830 0,163 335 0.01.94 
b, Natural  Covection: Hydrogen Vertical 6-inch plate 
1.25 0.25 (Q/A) = 32.8 .4T 
Assuming AT = 0.1 (OR) 
(a/ g) Q/A p (kW) 
1 1.84 1 o - ~  
0.321 1.8 
1 o - ~  0,184 1.07 loo5 
log5 0.104 0.6 loo5 
. 
2 .  Test  duration: 
After fluid residual motions have damped out,the test will be 
conducted in the following manner: 
a. 
b. 
Supply electrical power to heater 
Record surface temperature rise,  fluid temperature in 
vicinity of surface, and (Tw - "fluid) temperature 
difference . 
When wall temperature approaches constant value, adjust 
power to new heat f lux  setting. 
C. 
47 
I 
The time requirements are: 
a. Natural convection lamina r boundary layer dcvelopment. 
FIG 16 shows the time requirements fo r  lamir,sr boundary layers  
development on a heated vertical  plate in LH2. 
1 
1 o - ~  
1 o - ~  
0.0085 
0.27 
0.85 
2 . 7  
b. Nucleate boiling: 
6 A = 28.4 In. 
hmax a (a /g)  = 570 Btu/Hr Ft2 OR 
m u  
HrF+Z-) * t = 1.9 sec  for  Q/A 2830 (----- 
Time constant = 3.7 sec for  63y0 of max r i se ,  thus time f o r  
heaiing is of no consequence. 
c. Film boiling: 
Adding sufficient m a t e r k l  fcr plate backing 
assume M = 4.6 lbm 
A P - P. /hA -AT, j 2  In 4100 t =  
h T O  - Pill /hA 
8 
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1 50150 1,000 400/  800 40/ 132 
a. 918.9 5,600 400/ 800 34/ 72 
log4  515 10,000 4 0 0 / 8 0 0  33/68 
2.8212.82 17,700 4 0 0 / 8 0 0  33/67 
d. Bubble growth rate: 
Movies b y  Martin Company show growth of bubble in 
one g: 
( B'Ees) irequency f=1/3 .5  x 
Assuming that f D = const 
D = 0.03 in. (observeu bubble diameter) 
thenfD = 1 x 3 x 10 30 
3.5 
/ if D under low g = D1 (a/g)' 1 / 2  
then (fD)1 = (fD)Z = f2D1 (a/g)'1/2 
(a/ g) f ( f t J s e c )  t (sec) 
285 3.5 
1 o - ~  0.9  1.1 
9 0.11 
1 o - ~  2.8 0.36 
10- l 3  
Thus, allowance of 60 s e c  i o r  bubble study at each g levei 
appears sufficient. 
50 
~ 
i 
3. Boiling Experiment TaEk Size  
During the boiling process It is intended to observe the 
travel of the bubbles away from the plate. Container walls 
should be sufficiently dlstzct f rom the boiling plate to allow 
bubble travel normal to the gravity vector until buoyancy 
forces a r e  dominant and cause the bubbles to move parallel 
to the wall. It is assumed ';ha+ the center of gravity of a 
bubble moves at the liqcid-vapor interface velocity and that 
a bubble maintains spherical shape. 
Bubble velocity due to buoyancy 
Bubble velocity due to inertial force 
u = u. I PL SQ t t 1) D 
F o r  hydrogen bubble @I a / g  = 1 D = 0.015 in. 
Utermir,al - 1.4 Ft/Sec 
Tank Diameter: 
d -2 1.5 Ft 
Tank Height: 
Bubble path intercepts 
surface pr ior  to 
intercepting wall 
1.5 ft t height required to contain boiloff mass for  
one test without clearing ullage control device. See 
figure on next page. 
5 1.' I 
'-I- 
'L 5' 
4. Instrumentation: 
Temperature Diff e ren'ce 
Horizontal Flat Plate: 3 (0 - 800%) 
Vertical Flat  Plate : 3 (0 - 8OpR) 
Ribbon 1 (or  built as platinum resist- 
ance thermometer (0 - 1°R) 
Absolute Fluid Temperature 
In vicinity V. F. plate: 3 (35-40°R) 
1 1  
I I  
H. F. plate: 3 
Ribbon 3 
Absolute Plate and Ribbon Temperature  
V. F. plate: 1 (35-760OR) 
I I  H. F. plate: 1 
Ribbon 1 (34-40°R) 
Tank Pressure :  1 (10-20 psia) 
Voltage and Amperage: 
Voltage : 2 (28 V) 
Amperage : 2 (0-110 Amp) 
Temperature feed back power control - Common to all 
Configurations 
Total Measurements 24 
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Symbol 
A 
f 
L 
M 
P 
Q/A 
P 
t 
T 
AT 
U 
N. C. 
I. B. 
F. B. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
Definition 
Surface Area  
Specific Heat at Constant P r e s s u r e  
Drag Coefficient 
Bubble Diameter 
Frequency 
Conversion Constant 
Acceleration 
Heat Transfer  Coefficient 
Heated Length 
Mass 
Electrical Power 
Heat Flux 
Density 
Time 
Temp e ratur  e 
T empe ratur  e Difference 
Velocity 
Nucleate Boiling 
Incipient B oiling 
Film Boiling 
Units 
f t Z  
in. 
A 
eec 
f t  lbrrp 
S i 7  
Btu 
H r  ftz OR 
f t  
lb  
kW 
Btu 
Hr ftz OR 
lbm - 
ft3- 
s ec 
OR 
OR 
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APPENDIX B 
SPACEBORNE CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE 
I. Insulation 
Concepts 
Ground hold boiloff should be obtained in the installed 
condition to account f o r  the various conditions and extraneous heat 
leaks. Using this value, a base line heat leak can be established for  
normalizing heat input during ascent and orbital environments. 
Ratio of total boiloff to vacuum boiloff is a very important 
analytical and design tool, enabling, for  a given ratio of penetration to 
side wall heat flux, insulation system performance prediction with 
confidence for  different s ize  systems. If pumping paths, batten lengths, 
and overlap a reas  a r e  designed on a large tank similar to those of the 
experimental tank, similar insulation performance could be expected 
for any given size tank. In all cases, and particularly for small s ize  
tanks, heat leaks through piping and supports must  be carefully 
calculated o r  measured to determine final system thermal performance. 
Heat leaks due to penetrations can be determined f rom FIG17. Note 
that. pipe wall thickness, coefficient of thermal conductivity of the pipe 
material, and length of insulation mater ia l  have a significant effect on 
heat input to the liquid hydrogen. 
Insulation pressure decay during vehicle ascent is extremely 
Purge bag rupture is desirable after about 85 seconds of important. 
flight to provide as much pumping a r e a  as possible. A Dacron material 
purge jacket with a pre-set  rupturing zipper will be used. Rupture 
will occur at a given/- across  the purge jacket. This system has 
been tested and proven to be workable. 
The required time for the insulation pressure to decay to 
mmHg determines the transient boiloff loss f rom lees  than 
ground hold to final orbital conditions. Apparent thermal conductivity 
of the insulation is proportional to the intersti t ial  gas pressure within 
the insulation a s  illustrated by FIG18 which indicates the need for 
mmHg in orbit. If the ultimate pressure  level of 
achieved, a steady-state boiloff penalty will result. 
rapid evacuation and obtaining an ultimate pressure  of less  than 10' 5 
mmHg is not 
The proposed 
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6 1  
insulation batten and purge jacket a r e  designed so that ultimate 
insulation performance will be achieved during ground hold, ascent, 
and orbital environments. 
flux to  vacuum heat flux versus vacuum chamber pump down time. 
This curve was obtained using a 14-inch d a m e t e r  sphere. 
though the tank diameter and the application of the insulation to the 
tank werenot the same  as the proposed experimental tank, the shape 
of the heat flux curve is typical. 
FIG19 is a plot of the ratio of total heat 
Even 
Thermal degradation of aluminized Mylar insulation has 
never been measured after the insulation has been exposed to 
simultaneous high-g loading, vibrations, acoustics,  and rapid 
evacuation. 
where combinations of the above effects were present.  The extent of 
thermal degradation incurred when the insulation is subjected to the 
combined effects of the above environmental conditions is needed fo r  
system design and evaluation. A flight experiment is the only way to 
obtain this data for application to la rger  tankage on future space 
flights. 
Many tests have been performed on component tanks 
In many cases ,  however, the e r r o r  in instrumentation used 
to measure performance parameters can preclude measurement of 
the thermal degradation due to other factors.  F I G 2 0  is a sketch of 
the tank proposed for  this experiment. 
type of instrumentation to be used. 
to determine i f  the above scheme would provide useable information. 
A tes t  case using the above sketch and other information is included 
showing the e r r o r  analysis and development and the accuracy 
expected on the proposed tes t  tank. 
harmfpl thermal degradation can be measured, 
variable temperature gradient to be expected because of vehicle 
orientation and ear th  orbit. A rotating shield could be used to reduce 
this temperature variation and thus improve measuring accuracy of 
the insulation performance. 
FIG 2lshows the approximate 
An e r r o r  analysis was performed 
Analyses to  date indicate that 
FIG 22 shows the 
Heat enters  the cryogenic fluid through the penetration 
insulation due to radiation tunneling and paral le l  conduction down the 
layers ,  a s  well as heat flow normal to the insulation layers .  However, 
radiation tunneling and parallel  heat conduction a r e  not exclusive to 
the insulation around the penetrations. Any purged multi-layer 
insulation system must be applied to the tank wall so  that the purge 
gas can vent during vehicle ascent and orbital  operations. Consequently, 
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the insulation must be applied in the form of shingles or  battens. 
Therefore, radiation tunneling and conduction effects a r e  present in 
the side wall insulation as well as around the penetrations, In fact, 
it has been estimated that the parallel heat flow in the insulation 
around a penetration will be  about 2,670 of the parallel heat flow in the 
side wall insulation. 
The feasibility of measuring the radiation tunneling and 
la teral  conduction f o r  a multi-layer insulation batten installed on a 
cryogenic tank to be subjected to the ascent environment produced by 
a rocket vehicle is doubtful. 
to insulation layers  would be subjected to the rapidly venting g a s  flow 
during ascent, as well as to high g and vibrational loads. It is 
believed that radiation tunneling and conduction effects can best be 
evaluated by a ser ies  of ground tes ts  where laboratory quality 
instrumentation can be  used and various geometry effects crln be 
investigated, 
For instance, thermocouples attached 
The insulation batten tank call be installed so that the wrapping 
technique (batten size,  overlap, etc,) can be used on tanks of different 
size,  The apparent side wall  thermal conductivity obtained f rom the 
orbital experiment can then be extrapolated for  design purposes, 
Furthermore,  the basic sidewall thermal conductivity of the in8ulatiOn 
used for  the orbital experiment can be determined in a ground tes t  by 
subjecting an  identical insulation system to the thermal boundary 
conditions measured during the orbital experiment, 
Ascent Boiloff 
The superinsulation tank will be  instrumented internally 
for  temperature, p ressure ,  and liquid level. 
energy of the fluid can be determined a t  any time. 
supports will be instrumented with temperature sensors  in order  to  
determine the energy change of the etructure. 
Therefore, the internal 
The tank wall and 
During the boost phase, the tank must be closed for  safety 
Therefore, equivalent ascent boiloff must be evaluated f rom reasons. 
the internal energy change of the fluid during boost. During the 
ineulation outgassing period (time unknown), the heat entering the 
tank will be relatively high so the internal energy rates  should not be 
too difficult to measure. Once the rate  of change of inteknal energy 
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becomes reletivrly constant, the t m k  can be vented to relieve the 
pressure.  T o  reduce e r r o r s  only one vent-down should be made. 
Therefore, the most profitable vent-down will be af ter  the steady 
orbltal heating condition has been reached. 
Hest ra te  versus time can be readily obtained from 
internal energy versus time. 
performance of the insulation during the ascent portion of flight will 
be extremely complicated. 
conductivity of the insulation is a function of temperature and pressure  
The pressure in the insulation is a lso a function of gas temperature 
due to the dependance of g a s  diffusion on temperature. 
combined transient heat t ransfer  and fluid mechanics problem must 
be solved simultaneously fo r  the thermal performance of the insulation. 
FIG 2 3  is indicatlve of the exgected thermal sequence in the high 
performance insulation tank. 
However, dctermination of the thermal 
The difficulty a r i s e s  because the thermal 
Therefore,  a 
Penetration Heat Leak D eterminatien 
To investigate the f easibElity of determing penetration 
heat leak by measuring the temperature gradient in the penetration at 
the cold boundary, the followi'ng cursbry study was made. 
computer runs were made to investigate t4re 'effects of variable thermal 
conductlvity, warm boundary temperature, and heat t ransfer  through 
the insulation on the cold boundary temperature gradient. 
Four  
1. The penetration and insulation geometry can be seen 
on FIG 20.  
alloy. 
temperature. 
tures of 20O0R and 520°R. 
The support penetration is constructed f rom titanium 
F I G  24 presents the thermal conductivity of titanium versus 
Two cases each were run f o r  warm boundary tempera- 
2. To determine the variable conductivity effect on the 
temperature gradient, cases were run with warm boundary tempera- 
tures  of 200° and 520°R, assuming perfect insulation. To  investigate 
the insulation effect on the gradient, two cases  were run (same two 
warm boundary temperatures as above) with one-inch thick insulation 
(K = 1 x Btu/hr  OR) installed on the penetration as shown in FIG 
25. 
order  of magnitude to account for  uncertainty in  insulation wrapping 
techniques, etc. 
The insulation conductivity was degraded by approximately one 
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3 .  As can be seen f rom FIG 25, the variable thermal 
conductivity of the metal penetration has the gre-ZteTt effect on the 
temperature gradient, not the heat t ransfer  through the insulation. 
Futhermore, the magnitude of the cold boundary temperature gradient 
is a strong function of the warm boundayy temperature. Considerable 
e r r o r  could be introduced when attempting to evaluate the penetration 
heat leak by measuring a large variable temperature gradient, as one 
would expect to  encounter with high warm boundary temperatures. 
However, i f  the warm boundary temperature is reduced by cooling 
the penetration, the cold boundary temperzture gradient will a lso be 
reduced and can be measured more accurately. 
4.  Cooling the penetration not only simplifies measuring 
the cold boundary temperature gradient, but a lso decreases the ratio 
of penetratlon heat ledk to slde wall heat leak, thus reducing e r r o r s  
in evaluating side wall thermal pesformxnce. 
5 .  Based on the above considerations, the support 
penetrations on the multi-layer insulation experimental tank should 
be cooled to reduce e r r o r s  and facilitate measuring penetration heat 
leak. 
SIDE WALL BATTEN THERMAL DEGRADATION 
Thermal degradation f o r  a batten area of 5 0  square fee t  is 
about 3 Btu/hr as compared to ideal insulation application. 
degradation is due primarily to parallel  conduction down the multi- 
l ayers .  
tunneling effect down the battens. 
Thermal 
Lockheed tes t  data were used to  determine the radiation 
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One cylindrical batten on the high performance insulation tank has been 
analyzed to deternine if the overlap causes serious thermal degradation. 
following symbols define the various parameters. 
The 
A1 
A2 
X1 
x2 
TAavg 
''avg 
Circ A 
Circ B 
lavg 
TSO 
T"i 
L1 
L2 
D1-S 
2s 
kl 
Qi 
D 
D2avg 
D 
- 
- 
= area with one thickness 
= area with two thicknesses 
= 1 inch thickness 
= 2 inch thickness 
= 0.2 (380-37) 
= 0.8 (380-37) 
2avg ' = D  
= 3.90 ft. 
= 4.07 ft. 
= 380°R 
= 37OR 
= (50-12.5) = 37.5 inches 
= 12.5 inches 
= 3.99 ft. 
= 4.15 ft. 
= 3 x Btu/hr-ft-OR 
= perpendicular heat leak 
Qllc= parallel conducted heat leak 
Qllf parallel tunneling heat leak 
= (.01029) (459.2)  + 79.87 [ 1 
Q1 = 5.54  Btu/hr - 
Qllc 121 x 10-7 + 14.6 x ( 7 5 1  + 2016) 
Q1lC = 977.63 x IOm7 (27767) 
Q1lC = 2.70 Btu/hr 
Q l l T  = 0.29  Q l l c  From LMSC A 70394 Pa 
Q l l ~ =  0.29  (2.72) 
Q l l ~  = .79 Btu/hr 
QT = 5.54  + 2.70 + -79 
QT = 9.03 Btu/hr 
e 24  
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A = (45.84)(50) 
.2 12 
A = 49.97 ft2 
%I = 6.17 Btu/hr 
% - 9.03 
(& 6.17 
0 - =1.46 
Q 
- 7-  
- = 9.03 - 6.17 
Q - Q = 2.86 Btu/hr for 50 sq. ft. batten 
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E r r o r  Analysis 
An analysis was made to estimate the e r r o r s  involved in evaluat- 
ing the thermal conductivity of multi-layer insulation installed on an 
orbiting LHZ tank. 
the LHZ were considered, and the e r r o r s  associated with each method 
have been estimated. The objective was to determine the method that 
produces the leas t  e r r o r  in  determining the effective thermal conduc- 
tivity of the multi-layer insulation system. 
Three methods for obtaining heat input data to  
The investigation of each case assumes a constant heat f lux to the 
system. 
discussed later. 
between the constant vent system and the closed vent system. 
three techniques a r e  as follows: 
The effects of non-uniform transient heat flux will be 
Table J K  presents a comparison of t-ical e r r o r s  
The 
A .  No Vent Case: F o r  this method, the tank vent is closed. 
The tank and cryogen a r e  allowed to absorb heat over a period of 
time. 
tu re  will be recorded to obtain heat input to the system. 
Tank pressure ,  fluid temperature,and tank s t ructure  tempera- 
B. Alternate Venting: This procedure is essentially the same 
as Case A except the tank will be vented down af ter  a period of 
absorbing heat, and the stored heat will be determined by measuring 
the energy in the vent gas. 
tank will also be recorded and will se rve  as a check on the vent gas 
data. 
P r e s s u r e  and temperatures within the 
C. Constant P r e s s u r e  Continuous Venting: This technique 
allows the tank to continuously vent to space a t  constant fluid pressure.  
The fluid pressure and temperature will be measured along with the 
heat leaving the system through the vent. 
An e r r o r  analysis of the three data collecting techniques is as 
f 011 ow s : 
Case A: 
F o r  a finite time span the energy equation f o r  Case A is: 
r e 2  
* 
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Z#BLE IX 
ccMPARIsoN OF TYPICAL ERRORS 
No Vent System (10 Day Orbit) 
(Steady Conditions) 
Estimated Conditions : 
4 = 26 Btulhr, A = 91 f t 2 ,  QfA = .286 Btulhr-ft2 
Penetration H e a t  Leak: 
Assume  one support @ 4 Btulhr and f i l l  and vent 
@ 8 Btulhr 
4 = 12 Btulhr 
QP& = 12 = 0186 
26-12 
Mass of Systeac 
Q/M = (26)(10)(24) 
(Propellant -t Structure) = 465 lbs. 
= 13.5 Btu/lb 
465 
Temperature Error: +, .2 
Roln FIG ( l ) ,  the  e r ror  i n  Q 1s- 2 7% 
Entering FIG (4) @ 5 7% with $/QI = .86 gives 
an error  i n  conductivity of- 5 18% . 
Continuous Vent System 
(Steady Conditions) 
Estimated Conditions: 
4 = 20 Btulhr, A = 91 f t 2 *  
Penetration Heat Leak: 
Assume one support @ 4 Btu/hr and 
f i l l  and vent @ 1 Btulhr 
QP = Btulhr 
Qpw = 5 = .33 
20-5 
4 = &h, = 20 = .lo5 lbs lhr  
190 
Range on Flow M e t e r  (0-.4) lbs lhr  
with an error  of 2 2% f u l l  scale 
For 8 flow of 0.105 lbs lhr  the % 
error  i s  E = .076, or  7.6% 
.lo5 
Error i n  Qualityy,+ 1% 
Error i n  tg 8.6% 
Entering FIG (4) @ 2 8.6% with 
= .33 gives an error  i n  
V Q W  
conductivity of (r f 12.5% 
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Where: M = Mass 
U = Internal Energy 
T = Temperature 
Q = Heat Rate 
8 = Time 
Subscripts : 
g = g a s  
f = liquid 
T = tank and associated s t ructure  (supports, etc) 
1 = state point (1) 
2 = state point (2) 
Introducing enthalpy into equation (1) and integrating gives: 
Where: Q = Total heat absorbed 
V = Volume of tank 
P = P r e s s u r e  
h = enthalpy 
The e r ro r  in  overall heat input "Q" can be expressed as: 
dhg2 dMg2 -- - - 2vT- t Mg2 Q t hg2 Q 
dQ dP 
Q Q 
. 
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The relationship, dh = cp dT can be introduced with very little 
e r ro r .  Therefore, equation (3)  becomes: 
f 1 dTT 
d M  
MflCpfQ - hf Q + ZMTCp T- Q 
dTf 1 f 2  
dM 
+hf2Q - 
It can now be seen that the e r r o r  in Q is not only dependent on 
the measurement accuracy but also on the repeatability of the 
instrumentation. 
constant (dTg2 = dTg1, dTf2=  dTf1) during the change from state point 
m e  to state point two and the e r ro r  in mass measurement "dM" is also 
assumed constant, the e r r o r  in t l Q l '  can be written: 
F o r  instance, if the temperature e r r o r  "dT" is 
i (Mg2 - M )s dQ dP - = -2 VT'-- 
Q Q g l  Q 
dMf dTT 
t (hf2 - hfl) Q t 2 M C- -'T Q 
However, if the instrumentation is not repeatable, i. e . ,  there  
are sign changes in dT and dM the e r r o r  in Q is maximized and 
becomes : 
d M  dM 
g2 g l  
8 2 7  - Q 
dT f 2  dTf 
t Mf2Cpf Q i Mf C. - + h 1 'f Q 
t hf2- % - hfl- f 1 t 2 M T C ~  dTT dM 
Q Q TQ 
t 
7 9  
\ 
If both liquid and gas temperature measurements a r e  given the 
same band accuracy, equation (6)  becomes: 
(7) 
dTT t 2 M T C ~ ~  -dM f - hfl)  -
Q Q 
Since instrumentation e r r o r s  fluctuate with a given band accuracy, 
equation (7)  is the applicable equation for estimating e r r o r  in overall 
heat input. It can be shown that the most significant t e rm in equation 
(7)  is: 
Introducing the parameter "(Q/Ms)", equation (7) will reduce to: 
Q Ms / Ms 
Where Ms = total mass of fluid, tank s t ru ts ,  etc.  
Equation (8) is presented in graphical f o r m  on FIG 2 6 .  The total 
heat input Q is a function of heating rate  and orbit time. 
ship is presented on FIG 27. 
This relation- 
It can be seen f rom FIG 27 that a heating ra te  of Q/A = .29  Btu/ 
F o r  a Q/M of 
The above 
hr-ft2 and an orbit time of 10 days gives a Q / M  of 14. 
14 Btu/lb and a temperature e r r o r  of 0 . 1 ,  FIG 26 
e r r o r  in overall heating rate  will be approximately - t 7%. 
numbers a r e  representative of a 4' diameter LH2 tank with a length-to- 
diameter ratio of 2 .  
inch of multi-layer insulation. 
shows that the 
The insulation system was assumed to be one 
Case B: 
The analysis of Case B is essentially the same  as Case A, with 
the exception of measuring the heat leaving the system through the vent. 
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During the vent-down time, the heat balance on the system is: 
Q ( ? I ~ ~ M ~ ~ M  82 h 82  - M  81 h 81 t M  f 2  h f 2  - M  f l  h f l  
. 
. I 
( 9 )  
Equation (8) is the same as equation (2) with the exception of the 
vent t e rm \ hgdMs). The vent te rm is a path function and cannot be L: 
1 
analytically integrated. 
through the insulation will be small. 
However, i f  the vent cycle is rapid the Q 
Neglecting Q, equation (9) reduces to: 
The e r ro r  on the right hand side of equation (10) is the same as 
given in equation (9 ) .  
serve as a check on the heat balance. 
rapid depressurization of the tank introduces an e r r o r  in the t e rm 
MT CpT (T2 - T I )  because the s t ructure  tank, supports,  e t c . ,  will 
not be in thermal equilibrium with the tank contents during blowdown. 
This condition could be helped by venting in steps and s t i r r ing the flyid 
after each step. However, i f  there i s  appreciable stratification, this 
could cause a rapid pressure  increase in the tank. 
Therefore, the vent t e rm,  when measured, will 
One must realize that relatively 
Case C: 
F o r  this case,  an energy balance on the tank gives the following 
expression for the heat rate.  
? 
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Where: p = density 
w = flow rate 
Subs c rip t s : v = vent 
If P, = Pg the density t e rm in equation (16) will be small. Further- 
more,  for  a small ullage volume, the energy t e rm for  the gas will also 
be small. Equation (11) can be  written: 
dT 
f d e  
Q =  h f g W v +  Mf Cp - 
The e r r o r  in can now be expressed as: 
d e  
dTf = Actual temperature gradient in the liquid 
Where ( de 
(2); Measured temperature gradient in the liquid 
i s  a product of small quantities and is 
Q 
therefore, negligible. 
F o r  small changes in Q and/or ullage pressure  the t e r m  (dTf/dB)A 
will be small, and i t  is expected that a temperature sensor would follow 
these small changes accurately. Based on this reasoning, the tempera- 
tu re  te rms  in equation (13) can be neglected and the e r r o r  on heating 
ra te  is directly proportional to the e r r o r  in measuring flow rates.  
is expected that gas flow rates can be measured with an accuracy of 
- + 2'7'0 of f u l l  scale. 
surface temperature a r e  to be investigated when the transient tempera- 
t u re  data become available. 
It 
The e r r o r s  involved in using a time-averaged 
An evaluation of multi-layer insulation, f rom bulk thermodynamic 
data obtained from the LHZ tank requires that all extraneous heat leaks 
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(penetrations, etc. ) be accounted for .  Furthermore,  a temperature 
map of the outer surface of the insulation must be available, as well 
as the tank wall temperature distribution. Assuming that these data 
can be measured, the e r r o r  in evaluating the thermal conductivity 
can be expressed as: n 
Where (dQ/b)w = e r r o r  in evaluating heating rates  through tank 
wall 
K = thermal conductivity of multi-layer insulation 
A = incremental a r e a  
T = temperature 
Q = heat ra te  
Subscripts: n = number of t imes tank a r e a  is subdivided 
s = surface of insulation 
w = tank wall 
To  investigate the effect of penetration heat leak on the e r r o r  in 
evaluating thermal conductivity, the following approach is used: 
Define the ratio N such that: 
Q , / a , = N  
Where Qp= penetration heat leak (and/or any heat entering the 
fluid that does not pass  through the insulation) 
= side wall heat r a t e  Qw 
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Another e r r o r  associated with the venting cases (both Cases B 
and C) is the e r r o r  in determining the quality of the vent gas. FIG 
28 is an estimate of the e r r o r  in heat ra te  as a function of quantity of 
liquid vented and the accuracy of measuring the 70 liquid in the gas. 
For the sample case presented in Table IX, the continuous vent 
system introduces e r r o r s  in Q of approximately - + 8.670. 
As mentioned previously, the analysis presented above only 
considers e r r o r s  associated with the heat entering the LHz tank. If 
the incident heat flux is variable (which will be the case in low earth 
orbit), the transient effects must be accounted fo r  or eliminated if 
accurate thermal conductivity data is to be obtained. Furthermore,  
the thermal conductivity of multi-layer insulation is a strong function 
of warm boundary temperature. Therefore, to obtain conductivity data 
f rom boiloff and temperature data collected from an unsymmetrically 
heated tank, one would need to know the relationship between con- 
ductivity and temperature. This relationship is available for  the 
Linde multi-layer insulation system operating under ideal conditions 
(calorimeter data), and s imilar  data could be generated for  other 
multi-layer systems. However, if the system is degraded during 
boost, the ideal values may no longer apply and the e r r o r  introduced 
cannot be determined. 
To reduce circumferential gradients, it is recommended that the 
tank be enclosed in a shroud of high conductivity material  (aluminum). 
Calculations a r e  now in progress  to determine the effects of various 
coatings on the shroud temperature gradients and transient temperature 
variations. If the coatings do not sufficiently eliminate the circumfer- 
ential gradients, another possiblity would be to design the tank and 
shroud so that the shroud could be rotated about the tank with sufficient 
speed to assure  a constant temperature. 
variations will be of a steady periodic nature. 
temperature fluctuations can be reduced by controlling the optical 
properties of the shroud surface. 
of temperature can be averaged over several  orbits and the average 
surface temperature of the insulation can be used for  conductivity 
evaluation. 
The transient temperature 
The amplitude of the 
Small amplitude periodic fluctuations 
Now: 
The maximum e r r o r  in C& is: 
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substitution of equation (15) and simplifying gives: 
dQ dQP 
W Q QP 
= ( 1 + N )  - + N  (17) 
Substituting equation (1 7)into equation (14) gives: 
n 
Obviously, f rom equation (18), the e r r o r  in thermal conductivity 
can be reduced by reducing the penetration and/ o r  extraneous heat leaks. 
FIG 29 presents the e r r o r  in thermal conductivity as a function of the 
right hand side of equation (18). 
the following values were assumed: 
To generate the curves in FIG 29 
dTs = - + lo 
dT = + lo sw - 
dQ /Q = + 5% 
P P -  
Ts = 380% 
T = 40% 
W 
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This pressure  increase will require a stronger and 
bezvier tank than the continuous vent syEtem, and will require more  
LH2 for  tank chilldown during the propellant transfer experiments. 
Furthermore,  attitude control would cause fluid sloshing in the tank 
wrth possible pressure  spikes that could cause inadvertent venting of 
the tank. 
interruption in the data collection wil l  degrade the experiment. 
Since accuracy €or this syetem is time dependent, any 
3.  FIG 28 shows that penetrat2on heat leak can cause 
considerable e r r o r  in evaluating insulation conductivity. The vent 
s ize  of the LH2 tank will depend on the ground hold performance of 
the insulation. Presently, the most likely candidate insulation will 
be a gasecus helium purged system that has relatively high ground 
hold boiloff and requires a large vent. F o r  a "locked up" tank (no 
venting), the heat leak through the vent is the same as any penetration 
of Pike geometry. Conversely, the continuous venting of gas reduces 
the heat leak through the vent line. Therefore, the ratio of penetra- 
Eon heat leak to side wall heat leak wil l  be greater for  the "lock up" 
concept than for  the continuous vent system. 
Advantages f o r  the continuous vent system a r e  as follows: 
1. This system does not directly depend on long orbit 
times fo r  good experimental accuracy. However, orbit times must 
be long enough to establish quasi-steady state conditions. 
massive as for the closed system, thereby reducing chilldown 
propellant r equirempnts . 
3. Thls concept measures  heating rate directly. There- 
fore ,  interruptions in the experiment can be tolerated, and in the 
case of an abort, after severzl  orbits useful data can still be 
call e cted . 
2. The structure (tank wall, supports, etc.) will not be as 
The disadvantages f c r  this concept are as follows: 
1. F o r  continuous venting, the location- of the propellant 
phases (gas, liquid) must  be known in order  to prevent ventkg of 
liquid. 
1zP.t settling . 
This may require an auxi!:ary prop:tlsian system for  propel- 
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Summary 
Due to time limitations, calculations have not been per- 
formed to estimate th,: effect of a periodic heat flux on conductivity 
evaluation. This e r r o r  will be present regardless of the method 
selected f o r  measuring heating rates (continuous vent, o r  closed 
vent s ys terns ) . 
The advantages of the closed vent system a r e  as follows: 
1. 
during the experiment. 
2. 
with the multi-layer insulation experiment. 
3. 
be the only instrumentation requirements for  orbital phase of the 
multi-layer insulation experiment. However, venting will probably 
be necessary due to relatively high heat leak during vehicle ascent. 
If it becomes necessary to vent the tank, the flow rate  and quality 
must be measured. 
It will not be necessary to keep the liquid settled 
It may be possible to study stratification concurrently 
Temperature,  p ressure ,  and mass  measurements will 
The disavantages of the closed vent system a r e  as follows: 
1. F o r  the propellant mass  and low heating rates expected 
in the multi-layer experiment, orbit time requirements will be on the 
order of ten days. 
below that the pressure  r i s e  in the LH2 tank will be approximately 
60 psi with a temperature riee of 14' F. 
e r ro r  sf - t 770 mentioned previously. 
2. It has been roughly estimated for the conditions given 
This will give the estimated 
Conditions for  estimating pressure  r i s e  a r e  as follows: 
a. 
b. 570 ullage (by mass} 
c .  Constant density system 
d. 
e. 
f ,  
Initial pressure 10 psia  (saturated system) 
3.8 ft .  diameter tank, 7.6 ft. long 
Constant heat ra.te of 26 b t u / h r  (orbital heat rate) 
System does not deviate f r o m  saturated conditions 
, 
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. 2. Continuous venting of the gas may affect the stratifica- tion mechanism, thus preventing the Stratification experiment f r o m  being 
run concurrently with the superinsulation evaluation. However, as 
stated previously, heat ra te  errors for  this system a r e  not time 
crit ical  and the superinsulation experiment could possibly be performed 
after completion of the stratification experiment. 
Instrumentation for  this system will be more.complex, 
because vent flow rate  and exit fluid enthalpy must be determined as 
well as the rate of change of internal energy of the tank and fluid. F o r  
the constant pressure system these change rates a r e  dependent on how 
well the ullage pressure can be controlled. 
3. 
Based on the above considerations, it is felt that the 
continuous vent system is the most attractive of the two for  obtaining 
thermal conductivity, provided there is sufficient force to keep the 
propellant settled. However, it is obvious that considerably detailed 
investigations must be performed before a f i rm test  plan can be 
generated for the multi-layer insulation experiment. 
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3 t rat if i c ati on 
Booster Flight 
Several reliable methods have been developed to predict 
propellant stratification for  acceleration levels of one g and higher. 
These methods vary f r o m  complex boundary-layer flow models to 
simple empirical models that a r e  accurate to within 0.2OR. 
Several dimensionless groups have been developed to 
correlate  such effect@ as fluid, container geometry, and heating 
rates.  
boost phase stratification data f rom this experiment. 
Existing computer programs will be used to aasese the 
The data will be compared with prediction methods applicable 
to the large L H ~ t a n k s  of the S-IV,  S-11, and S-IVB stages. Also, 
checks will be  made with the correlation by Neff, FIG 3 0 .  
T o  prevent venting during booster flight, which can prevail  
due to increased heat loads from the purged HPI, i t  may be necessary 
to operate a stratification destruction device. 
concepts for  this system, one of which is shown in FIG 31. 
destruction device must  be capable of thoroughly mixing the liquid 
during boster flight as well as during orbital coast. 
prevent o r  delay venting in a near  zero-g environment would be to 
mix g a s  with the liquid, but this requirement may impose excessive 
demands in a one g o r  higher acceleration environment, depending 
on system design. 
There are several  
This 
One method to 
Orbital Injection Transients 
An a r e a  of cri t ical  concern is the transition f rom turbulent 
to laminar boundary layer flow along the sidewalls, 
occurs following injection of an insulated tank into orbit, where 
acceleration levels a r e  reduced by many orders  of magnitude 
to 
f rom attitude control systems, auxiliary propulsion systems to allow 
tank venting, and drast ic  tank heat load decay as the insulation 
approaches equilibrium. 
This problem 
g's) ,  and a r e  accompanied by numerous small perturbations 
lo5 
1 o4 
Nu lo3 
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Nu = Nussel t  Number 
Pr = P r a n d t l  Number 
G r  = Grasshoff Number * = Denotes Modified 
I = Energy  Integral  
v = Velocity 
FIG 30 NEFF’s  CORRELATION 
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ELECTRIC MOTOR r 
- GAS/LIQUID INLET 
FIG 3.1 STRATIFICATION REDUCTION DEVICE 
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These factors  cause great difficulty in making accurate 
predictions of tank pressures  that affect auxiliary propulsion and 
vent system requirements due to stratification of propellants. 
Since the heat load will vary in the experimental tank 
(FIG 19) , and since there  will be some auxiliary propulsion activity, 
it may be necessary to operate a stratification reduction device in 
order  to prevent tank venting for  integration of the vent and auxiliary 
p r opul si on s ys t em. 
The stratification process under this condition of momentary 
auxiliary propulsion system operation may be severely affected. 
Detailed analyses will be required to predict the fluid reactions. 
These analyses will be performed by a computer program that is a 
complex treatment to fluid motion in a matr ix  through Navier-Stokes 
equations, developed under NASA Contract. 
Also, the transients following shutdown of the booster 
stage a r e  of concern due to the effect of 'established flow field within 
the tank, slosh waves , and structural  "springback" that could occur 
at booster shutdown. 
Low g 
There have been several investigations of low-g fluid 
behavior. 
using model tes t  data and stage development and tes t  data to validate 
the analytical models. Several of these analyses a r e  based on com- 
puterized Navier-Stokes matrix solutions using iterative computer 
programs and empirical boundary layer  equations. However, most 
of the studies have resulted in dimensional analysis using modified 
Rayleigh number and other dimensionless groups that a r e  solved 
either by computer programs o r  closed-form approximations. 
Most of these investigations were primarily analytical 
An example of the correlations ia  shown in FIG 32, 
indicating the nature of the boundary layer  dependence on modified 
Rayleigh number. 
tion employed non- cryogenic fluids to simulate modified Rayleigh 
number at a / g o  = 1. 
Model tests used to develop &e example correla-  
According to  these relationships for  the low g environment, 
the current  LHZ tankage should be within the laminar boundary layer  
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I ,  
INTERFACE 
@ a/go.= 1 
@ a/g, = 0 
regime. Model tests were run at a / g o  = 1 but with fluid properties 
that produce a modified Rayleigh number within the laminar region. 
However, t es t s  indicate a dependence of Prandtl  number, which was 
not simulated. 
\ / '  c . \  / \r / 
a 
Due to the time required for  boundary layer  development, 
drop-tower tests are insufficient to demonstrate the processess  
involved, FIG 33. 
The resultant effect on stratified propellant is then 
correlated by other dimensional groups, which include the 5ffects of 
geometry and heat load distribution. 
One such correlation equation is shown in FIG 34, along 
with test data at a / g o  = 1 . The corresponding equations were 
derived using simplifying assumptions of no perturbatio-n o r  effects 
f rom ullage gas/liquid heat and mads transfer.  
Another problem i s  that of the curvature of the liquid- 
vapor interface in a low-gravity field, 
determining the shape of a liquid meniscus under a reduced-g 
environment as a function of g, liquid propertiee, and container 
geometry. The meniscus shape may have a. significant effect upon 
thermal stratification due to the flow fields, and through mass  and 
heat t ransfer  a t  the gas-liquid interface. 
simulated at a /go  = 1; one typical profile is shown below. 
Techniques are available for 
This effect cannot be 
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Also, bottom heating can have a significant affect  on the 
However, as the 
stratification process. Present  models assume that heating f rom 
below produces uniform mixing in the fluid bulk. 
gravity level is reduced, the tendency for  this complete mixing to 
occur should diminish. In fact, when the gravity level is  quite low, 
the Rayleigh number may be of the order  of magnitude of 1000 o r  
l e s s .  and the pr imary  mode of energy transport  is conduction f rom 
an unstable bottom layer that is hotter than the bulk above it,  
FIG 35. 
See 
Following completion of short-term tes t  objectives, an 
objective of this experiment will be to impose small heat loads and 
acceleration forces on the propellant in the HPI tank in order  to 
verify the validity of the several  correlations l isted above. 
This experiment will a lso include the operation of a 
stratification reduction device, as shown in FIG 31, 
program is currently underway to define mechanical mixing devices 
that would meet the requirements of a long-term storage cryogenic 
tank. 
A technology 
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Venting - Heat Exchanger Vent System 
The heat exchanger system is designed to operate with either 
gas o r  liquid and is ,  therefore,  independent of the local fluid quality. 
Basically, the vent fluid is throttled to a low pressure  and tempera- 
tu re  and allowed to exchange heat with the tank fluid before being 
vented overboard. Assuming a sufficient amount of heat t ransfer  to 
evaporate all of the liquid originally present in the vent fluid and 
sufficient heat transfer on the tank side to condense the equivalent 
quantity of gas,  the net effect on the tank pressure  is the same as fo r  
all-gas venting. A schematic and a T-S diagram of the basic concept 
a r e  shown in FIG 3 6 .  
There have been a number of reports published covering analysis 
and testing of the basic system concept. 
of the system has been demonstrated under one g using Freon-12 
(Reference 7 ) and hydrogen (References 8 and 9 ) ;  the hydrogen 
flow rates  ranged from 0 . 0 7  lb /hr  to 6 . 4  l b /h r .  
a t  Beech Aircraft  (Refcrence 9 ) included cycling of the system heat 
exchanger inlet f rom g a s  to liquid and vice v-ersa. 
observed at the heat exchanger outlet; however, i t  was felt that due to 
the location of the liquid detection devices, a t rue  indication of whether 
o r  not liquid occurred at  the exit was not obtained. 
point out the need for highly refined techniques when using LHz,  since 
the very low temperatures involve high possibility of extraneous heat 
leakage. 
The steady-state performance 
The testing performed 
Only gas was 
The testing did 
This testing was performed using fixed throttling valves sized for  
g a s  or  liquid heat t ransfer  on the tank side-by natural convection. In 
actual low-g operation, a single valve is desirable for  controlling the 
throttling process when the inlet can be alternately gas and/or  liquid 
If a fixed throttling device were used, the flow ra te  when operating 
with a liquid inlet would be approximately seven times that with a gas 
inlet, and since the valve would need to be sized for  the gas case and 
the heat exchanger for  the liquid case ,  the heat exchanger would need 
to be large enough to evaporate approximately seven times the nominal 
ra te  required. 
ence 
in the heat exchanger and provide for throttling of the vent fluid. 
the heat exchanger were designed for low p res su re  drop and a fair ly  
high outlet temperature, fluid conditions out of the heat exchanger 
would be fairly constant, regardless of the condition of the inlet fluid, 
and flow control could be accurately maintained downstream of the 
heat exchanger by a valve sensing tank pressure .  
Both Air Research (Reference 10) and Beech (Refer- 
9 ) have proposed the use of a regulator to control the pressure  
If 
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Recently, testing was performed at Convair (under a company- 
funded program) on a system using a downstream pressure  regulator 
as a throttling valve with a fixed restriction downstream of the heat 
exchanger (Reference 11 ) ,  The teat  fluid was Freon-12. The 
system inlet was cycled f rom gas to liquid and vice versa  with no 
observable transient loss  of liquid, even with the system adjusted f o r  
essentially saturated gas outflow (no superheat) a t  stabilized conditions. 
The vent flow rate  remained essentially constant for  a constant tank 
heating rate regardless of the inlet fluid condition (gas o r  liquid) 
d u r h g  cycling. A standard r'egulating valve was used fo r  the tests.  
It was concluded that no serious problems need be expected in a 
flight system with respect to this component. 
A further consideration fo r  system operation at low-g is the heat 
t ransfer  requirement on the tank side. 
no rmdly  involved, it is  estimated that relying on natural convection 
heat t ransfer  will require very large heat exchangers. It has been 
pr2poeed to increase the tank-side heat t ransfer  by using a turbine- 
driven pump to circulate tank-side fluid through a plate-fin type of 
exchanger, using the vent gas  from the exchanger outlet to drive the 
turbine (Reference 10). 
F o r  the g levels and vent rates 
Conclusions on the present state-of-the-art are: 
1. The feasib2lity of the basic heat exchanger vent system con- 
cept has been demonstrated. 
2. Operation of the system with hydrogen at low-g needs fur ther  
evaluation with respect to heat t ransfer  and system transients result- 
ing f rom venting initiation with liquid hydrogen at the inlet o r  sudden 
changes in the vent inlet quality, when a vent-gas-driven turbine i 9  
employed for  fluid circulation. 
During the course of the overall study, several  heat exchanger 
concepts were considered; each iteration included a higher level of 
refinement. 
analysis that w a s  developed fo r  comparison purposes only. 
sequent sections refine the results given. 
The data presented in this section represent the initial 
Sub- 
F r o m  a review of the available l i terature  and the requirements 
of the S-IVB and Cryogenic Service Mcdule, a system model consisting 
of the following components was chosen f o r  the present analysis. 
c 
. 
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1. Heat exchanger. 
2. Circulating pump to circulate sufficient tank fluid over 
3. Pump drive, which can be a turbine using the vent gas  
4, Throttling regulator to reduce the vent fluid pressure 
the heat exchanger to provide the necessary heat transfer. 
o r  an auxiliary power source such as an electric motor. 
and temperature and provide a fairly constant pressure  in the 
heat exchanger for gas and/ or liquid inlet conditions. 
relief device sensing tank pressure or  a continuous regulating 
vent device sensing tank pressure. 
5. Tank pressure  control valve, which can be an on-off 
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PROPEUANT TRANSFER 
The primary purpose of t he  propel lan t  t r a n s f e r  experiment is t o  provide 
experimental  d a t a  requi red  t o  design o r b i t a l  t r a n s f e r  systems t h a t  guarantee 
optimized p rope l l an t  usage. To achieve t h i s  goa l ,  t he  experiment must inc lude  
s u f f i c i e n t  t r a n s f e r  tests t o  i s o l a t e  e f f e c t s  of each major Zactor t h a t  infikuences 
the  p rope l l an t  t r a n s f e r .  Cursory ana lys i s  has  determined these  inf luence  f a c t s r s  
t o  be t r a n s f e r  mode, g rav i ty  l e v e l ,  t r a n s f e r  time ( f lowra te) ,  vent ing,  and 
b a f f l i n g  e f f e c t s .  Other in f luence  f a c t o r s ,  such as "suct ion d ip ,"  v e h i c l e  
a t t i t u d e  pe r tu rba t ions ,  e t c . ,  appear t o  be inherent  f a c t o r s  i n  each t r a n s f e r  
test, thereby negat ing  the  requirement f o r  i nd iv idua l  t e s t i n g .  With these  
assumptions,  t h e  matrix shown i n  Table X e s t a b l i s h e s  e i g h t  t r a n s f e r  tests as a 
minimum requirement.  
Another major cons ide ra t ion  f o r  e s t a b l i s h i n g  p rope l l an t  t r a n s f e r  experiment 
r e q u i r m e n t s  is  r ece ive r  tank s i z e .  The LEM lab ,  which is c u r r e n t l y  be ing  used 
as t h e  main carrier f o r  the experiment dur ing  the  d e f i n i t i o n  s tudy phase,  limits 
the  maximum tank s i z e  t o  a diameter of 3 f e e t  and a length of 6 f e e t ;  however, 
a c t u a l  tank s i z e  w i l l  be dependent on ahil ldown f l u i d  requirements,  t r a n s f e r  
rates, p rope l l an t  s e t t l i n g  times, and !'suction d i p  .I' 
s t u d i e s  of t hese  parameters is discussed i n  the  fol lowing paragraphs.  I n  genera l ,  
t he  s t u d i e s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  r ece ive r  tanks with diameters  of 3 f e e t ,  L/D of 2, and 
w a l l  th ickness  of 0.03 inches a r e  s a t i s f a c t o r y  f o r  t he  experiment, a l though 
l a r g e r  tanks w i l l  probably be des i r ab le  f f  space is a v a i l a b l e .  
The r e s u l t s  of pre l iminary  
FIG 37shows t h e  percentage of propel lan t  received by a ho t  p rope l l an t  tank 
from a supply tank of t he  sane f l u i d  m a s s  c a p a c i t y .  It is shown t h a t  f o r  tank 
d iameters  above 3 f t .  (L/D = 2) and f l i g h t  type w a l l  th ickness ,  about 95% of the  
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t r ans fe r r ed  propel lan t  (LH2) i s  r e t a ined  i n  the  r ece ive r  tank.  FIG38 shows the  
condi t ion  f o r  a LOX t r a n s f e r  t o  be less because the  product b ) L O X Z 7  ( a p )  
LH2. 
P 
For t h e  LH2 t r a n s f e r  experiments, the t r a n s f e r  tanks may be replenished from 
t h e  cryogenic s torage  tes t  tank between t r a n s f e r  tests. However, t he  complexity 
of t h i s  operat ion and t h e  excessive lo s s  of LH2 may proh ib i t  t h i s  t r a n s f e r .  A 
more a t t r a c t i v e  approach appears  t o  be maximum u t i l i z a t i o n  of t h e  i n i t i a l  pro- 
p e l l a n t  with a continuing decrease i n  t h e  quan t i ty  t h a t  i s  t r ans fe r r ed  dur ing  a 
tes t .  
of 3 f e e t ,  L/D of 2,  and wa l l  thickness  of 0.03 inch as a funct ion of i n i t i a l  
w a l l  temperature.  By hea t ing  the  w a l l s  t o  350"R (maximum) between t r a n s f e r  
tests, only 7.8 pounds of LH2 a re  required to .chi l ldown the  tank dur ing  a t r a n s f e r  
t e s t .  Other propel lan t  l o s t  during a t r a n s f e r  tes t  w i l l  r e s u l t  from suc t ion  d i p  
s i n c e  t h i s  propel lan t  m u s t  be evaporated p r i o r  t o  the  next tes t  when LH2 is  
t r ans fe r r ed  back t o  t h a t  tan!:. FIG40 shows maximum suc t ion  d i p  as a func t ion  of 
FIG39 shows the  amount of LH2 required t o  chil ldown a tank with a diameter 
tank diameter a t  var ious  acce le ra t ion  l e v e l s .  Although the quan t i ty  of p rope l l an t  I 
l e f t  i n  the  tank i s  d i f f i c u l t  to estimate, t h e  amount can be minimized by proper  
design of tank bulkheads and d r a i n  l i n e s .  It has been assumed t h a t  5 pounds of 
LH2 r e s i d u a l s  will r e s u l t  from suc t ion  d i p  dur ing  each t r a n s f e r  t e s t .  
condi t ions ,  FIG12 shows the  amount of p rope l l an t  t h a t  can be t r ans fe r r ed  du r ing  
each of t he  e igh t  required t r a n s f e r  t e s t s  without  r ep len i sh ing  between tests.  
Under these  
The power requirements f o r  hea t ing  t h e  r e c e i v e r  tank betweeq t r a n s f e r  tests 
can a l s o  be reduced by l imi t ing  w a l l  temperatures t o  350"R (maximum). 
i n  FIG 41, approximately 0.44 kW h r  of energy i s  requi red  t o  h e a t  the  r ece ive r  
tank from 40"R t o  359"R. In add i t ion ,  0.28 kW h r  of energy is  requi red  t o  evaporate  
the  5 pounds of LH2 re s idua l s  a f t e r  each t e s t .  
A s  shown 
For t h e  ninimum of e i g h t  t r a n s f e r  - 
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tests, t h i s  cyc le  must be repeated seven times r e q u i r i n g  a t o t a l  of 5 kW h r .  
Transfer  times w i l l  probably be determined by opt imiza t ion  of l i n e a r  accelera- * 
t i o n  requirements .  
rates on the  b a s i s  of wetted area t o  volume r a t i o ,  F IG4Zis  der ived.  It can be 
seen  t h a t  reasonable  t r a n s f e r  times :above 100 sec.) are obtained with tank 
s i z e s  above 3 f e e t  a f f o r d i n g  ample s teady  s ta te  time f o r  vent  and t r a n s f e r  
system opera t ion .  
rates, e x i s t i n g  LH2 pumps can be used (S-WB r e c i r c u l a t i o n  chilldown pump). Approxi- 
mate f lowra tes  f o r  each t r a n s f e r  t e s t  ere shown i n  Table X I .  
Assuming t h a t  t r a n s f e r  rates are comparable t o  S-IVB loading 
. 
A t  th is  tank s i z e  and a t  approximate S-IVB normalized t r a n s f e r  
Another cons idera t ion  f o r  designing the  LH t r a n s f e r  tanks i s  maximum tank 2 
p r e s s u r e  occurr ing  dur ing  p rope l l an t  t r a n s r e r ,  e s p e c i a l l y  s i n c e  p rope l l an t s  w i l l  
be t r a n s f e r r e d  under nonvent condi t ions f o r  some tests. FIG43 shows maximum 
pres su res  i n  a nonvented tank assuming a 5% f i n a l  u l l age  and thermodynamic 
equi l ibr ium.  
t r a n s f e r  opera t ions  s i n c e  u l l a g e  compression rates can foreseeably  exceed vapor 
condensation rates. 
can be p red ic t ed .  However, equi l ibr ium pressures  i n  a nonvented tank are s u f f i -  
c i e n t l y  low t o  encourage alstempts t o  reduce t r a n s i e n t  pressures  dur ing  t r a n s f e r .  
One method of reducing t r a n s i e n t  pressure  is t o  inc rease  t r a n s f e r  time. 
tes t  7 (see Tab les8  andXI) w i l l  be  a low t r a n s f e r  f lowra te  over a n  extended 
t r a n s f e r  time t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h i s  procedure.  
However, it must be r ea l i zed  t h a t  h igher  pressures  may r e s u l t  dur ing  
Fur ther  a n a l y s i s  is necessary be fo re  the  t r a n s i e n t  p re s su res  
Hence, 
Another a t t r a c t i v e  method fo r  reducing t r a n s i e n t  pressures  is ' 'slug" t r ans -  
f e r ,  whereby a s l u g  of l i q u i d  i s  introduced t o  the  r ece ive r  tank with t h e  vents  
c losed;  standby lasts u n t i l  t h i s  s lug  d i spe r ses  and the  vents  are cycled t o  
reduce p res su re .  
ach ieved .  
closed, and continuous p rope l l an t  t r a n s f e r  i s  i n i t i a t e d .  
The procedure i s  repeated u n t i l  r ece ive r  tank chil ldown is 
Then t h e  tank is vented to a n  a r b i t r a r y  107 pressure ,  t he  vents  a r e  
Low t r a n s i e n t  pressures  
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TABLE X I  
T e s t  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
, 
v 
J 
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION 
4 
Pr ope 1 lan t 
Transferred Rate 
Transfer 
(Ib) ( lb / sec )  
153 1 .o 
135 
122 
10 9 
96 
83 
70 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
0.8 
+ 
* 51 
Transfer 
Time 
( s e d  
153 
135 
122 
109 
96 
104 
+ 
+ Minhum f lowrates 
* "Slug" transfer - see footnote of Table X for  d e t a i l s  
, 
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should e x i s t  s ince minimum tank cool ing i s  necessary during a c t u a l  t r a n s f e r .  
Although t h i s  procedure r equ i r e s  vent ing,  no zero-g vapor sepa ra to r  i s  required # 
s i n c e  t h e r e  i s  no l i q u i d  i n  the tank during vent ing.  T e s t  8 (see Tables X 
and X I )  w i l l  be u t i l i z e d  t o  e x t a b l i s h  t h e  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  of tank chilldown with 
t h i s  procedure. 
FIG 44 shows prope l l an t  s e t t l i n g  t i m e s  p r i o r  t o  p rope l l an t  t r a n s f e r .  
Theore t i ca l ly ,  a t h ree - foo t  diameter tank (with L/D = 2 )  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  
minimum t i m e  required t o  s e t t l e  LH2 wi th  a s t a b l e  i n t e r f a c e .  This r equ i r ed  t i m e  
-4 i s  150 seconds a t  an a c c e l e r a t i o n  of 10 g ' s .  However, experience on the  Agena 
v e h i c l e  has indicated t h a t  complete p rope l l an t  s e t t l i n g  r equ i r ed  s i x  t i m e s  t h a t  
c a l c u l a t e d  f o r  free f a l l .  Using t h i s  f a c t o r ,  t h e  required t i m e  t o  s e t t l e  an 
80 percent f u l l  LH2 tank (with D = 3  and L / D = 2 )  i s  183 seconds. 
based upon t h e  radius f o r  a three-foot  diameter LH2 tank a t  
i s  7 . 7 5 .  I f  t he  s e t t l i n g  t h r u s t  i s  increased t o  o b t a i n  a high Bond Number f o r  
t he  experiment, the required s e t t l i n g  t i m e  w i l l  be l e s s  than t h r e e  minutes. 
The Bond Number 
g a c c e l e r a t i o n  
FIG 44 a l s o  shows t h a t  bubbles l a r g e r  than 1/4 i n .  diameter w i l l  c lear  the  su r face  1, 
i n  less than the  required s e t t l i n g  t i m e .  Thus, t h e  t i m e  r equ i r ed  t o  c lear  t h e  
l i q u i d  of bubbles l a r g e r  than 1/4 i n .  i n  diameter does not c o n s i t u t e  a design 
c r i t e r i o n .  
Table XI1 presents  the proposed instrumentat ion requirements and l o c a t i o n s  
f o r  the propel lant  t r a n s f e r  experiment. 
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TABLE 'GI 
9110 12" 09" 
0 
1 
12" 
RANGE TYPE --
Liquid Level Capacitance 6 Pt. 
Continuour 
Tamperature 
El Copper ~onrtantan 2O-60O0R 
0 Plattnr Rerirtance 20-600°R 
@ platinum Rerirtance 20-200°B 
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APPENDIX D 
SUPPORTING RESEARCH 
.Appendix D is a summation of the supporting research being 
performed in the area of low-g heat transfer and fluid mechanics 
by MSFG and other organizations throughout the na.tion. Also 
included is a listing of researchers in the pertinent areas  that 
were consulted during the formulation of the experiments. 
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Contacts Established W i t h  Researchers 
In P e r tin ent Fields 
Boiling Heat Transfer: 
U . of Michigan Dr. Clark 
Dr.  Merte  
Dr .  Zuber 
Dr .  Siege1 
E. Otto 
D. Pe t r a sh  
L. Manson Ro cke tdyn e 
U CLA/ GE 
LeRC 
Nuclear Gaging: 
Dr.  Wright General Nucleonics 
Dr .  Han Industrial Nucleonics 
Insulation System: 
Interface Configuration: 
D. Norad LeRC 
Leonhardt GD/ C 
J. Elizalde TRW 
Dr .  Austin GD/FW 
Dr.  Bhuta TRW 
Dr .  Satterlee LMSC 
Propellant Transfer: 
E. Otto LeRC 
D. Pe t r a sh  
Stratification: 
J .  Elizalde TRW 
Dr. Vliet LMSC 
J .  Tatum 
L. Poth GD/FW 
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH 
In-Hous e 
Sup erinsulation 
Instrumentation 
Fluid Behavior 
Out - of -Hous e 
MSFC 
MSFC 
Insulation/ Tank Support 
Instrumentation 
Cryogenic Fluid Behavior 
Propellant Positioning 
Venting and Reliquification 
Thermal Protection and LH2 Slush 
NASA/AF/ AerosDace Co's. 
Participating Labs 
R-P&VE-ME 
R-P&VE/ASTR/TEST 
R-P&VE- TEST 
Contracts 
11 
9 
4 
Res ear ch Monitored 
f 
~ 
Insulation and Tank Supports 
Instrumentation 
Cryogenic Fluid Behavior 
Propellant Positioning 
Venting and Reliquification 
Thermal Protection and Slush 
Transfer 
~ 
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